Energy Questionnaire

1. In shaping Canada’s energy policy, how important do you consider each of the following:

   Very important
   Important
   Unimportant
   Very unimportant

   Promoting economic growth
   Protecting the environment
   Maintaining a steady energy supply
   The cost of energy
   Promoting export opportunities

2. Putting this another way, in shaping Canada’s energy policy, what do you see as the biggest priority:

   Protecting the environment
   Encouraging economic growth

3. As you may have heard, just last week, the Keystone XL Pipeline failed to get the necessary votes to pass the US Senate and therefore, it still lacks approval to proceed. In your view, overall, is this recent "No" vote on the Keystone Pipeline good news or bad news for:

   Canada
   The Canadian economy
   The environment
   Canada-US relations

       Good news
       Bad news
       Not Sure

4. And, what do you think will ultimately happen with the proposed Keystone XL Pipeline? Do you think:

       It will go ahead soon, within the next few years
       It will probably go ahead at some point
       It will likely never happen

5. How closely have you been following the Kinder Morgan protests in Burnaby, British Columbia?

       Very closely -- Read a lot of stories and discussed it with friends and family
       Closely following the issue, and having the odd conversation about it
       Not following that closely, just scanning the headlines
       Not following it at all
6. Based on what you have been, read or heard do you support or oppose each of the following.

a) The protests against the expansion of the Kinder Morgan pipeline  
b) The expansion of the Kinder Morgan pipeline through Burnaby, British Columbia  
c) The idea of the company consulting more with the communities concerned about the pipeline

Support  
Oppose  

7. And, what do you think will ultimately happen with the proposed Kinder Morgan pipeline expansion? Do you think:

   It will go ahead despite the protesters  
   It will probably go ahead even if the protests slow it down  
   It will likely never happen, especially with these latest protests

8. Finally, in other news, gas prices at the pump are now at the lowest point in four years, down roughly 30 percent from this summer. What kind of impact, if any, do these lower gas prices mean for you personally?

   No impact at all  
   Very minor  
   Some impact -- I notice it  
   A major impact -- I definitely feel the savings